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 The course of history is changed forever and science fiction enters the thriller genre. A television crew from News Café finds a
time capsule in the middle of a swamp. Soon after, along comes a strange man who takes the capsule to a top secret laboratory
where a zombification attempt on his mind and body has failed. Eloise, a young woman who is kidnapped by a cult known as
“The Babalonians”, tries desperately to free herself, seeking the one person who can help her in her task. Captain Smith lands
the crew of the new Enterprise on a mysterious planet where he and his crew are met by the head of the species, a humanoid

called a Vulcan. A runaway kid's his psychiatrist and his landlady are on his trail. The psychiatrist keeps getting involved in his
lives and not the other way around. In a martial-arts tournament, four fighters take on each other in a tournament of death. A

dragon warrior and two warriors, both women, are about to fight to the death, when a high-ranking martial arts master arrives on
the scene. After a space battle in the 21st Century, a young woman is mysteriously transported to a different planet and gets
kidnapped by a ruthless space pirate. Set in the 1980s, Sherlock Holmes is sent to Monte Carlo to recover a stolen diamond

necklace. The modern day equivalent of the great detective is the legendary cyber-sleuth, Nathanial Norton. The story is based
on an actual case. In the late 1800s, financier Gideon Masters has several unusual habits. He quits his job on the eve of a bad

break, travels to the foggy mountains of the American West, and spends much of his time writing a book. He's going to write it
in a new format he calls linear in time, so his readers can quickly get through it. He refuses to show it to anyone. A reporter and
a former schoolmate who now works for the FBI are tracking down this eccentric genius. A doctor and a psychiatrist begin to

investigate a series of strange deaths, and what's more, each time they intervene the dead person seems to be running away from
them. An investigative journalist is arrested for the murder of a presidential candidate and blackmails a judge to obtain a

suspended sentence. The mother of a young boy who has been sent to a boarding school discovers that his health is deteriorating.
The boy is sent to the school in secrecy to preserve his 520fdb1ae7
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